The article describes the technologies of genetic algorithms for searching information on the Internet. The amount of electronic information is growing at a tremendous pace. In such situation, the need for data retrieval and analysis systems has sharply increased, and the demand for the intellectualization of information retrieval systems has risen. Currently, there are many types of models and algorithms designed to solve different searching and processing information tasks. Each algorithm has its advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, it is important to choose the algorithm which is the most appropriate for achieving a specific purpose. This article focuses on the information concerning the modification of BM25 schemes by means of genetic algorithms. The experiment are conducted and reveal that the modification based on the genetic algorithm represents a significant improvement in an original model by obtaining more proper solutions. The results of this work allow to broaden the application field of the system and improve the accuracy and quality of information retrieval on the Internet.
Introduction
With a huge development pace, information space of computers creates new necessities in processing, introducing, storage and especially in search of information. The criterion of relevance is put on the first place which allows to improve and increase the efficiency of information searching. Actually, there is a rather huge number of schemes and models for solving purpose, and the BM25 is one of them.
BM25 and its update modifications (for example, BM25F) represent TF-IDF-like ranking functions. TF-IDF (from eng. TFterm frequency, IDFinverse document frequency)is a static argument which is used to estimate the word importance at the text context (being the part of the document collection). The weight of some words is proportional to the number of times it appears in the document and inversely proportional to the usage frequency of this word in other documents collection [1] .
Scheme bm25f
For example, if there are one hundred words in the document and the word "tree" is found 5 times, then the frequency of the word "tree" in the document will be 0,05 (5/100). The document frequency is determined as the number of documents, which includes the word "tree", is divided by the number of all documents, that is if the word "tree" is found in 1000 documents out of 10 000 000 documents, then DF will be equal 0,0001 (  10000000  /  1000 ). For the final calculation of word weight, TF must be divided by DF. In our example, TF-IDF weight for the word "tree" will be equal to 500 ( ). The scheme of weighting Okapi BM25 is developed as a method of building a probabilistic model, which was sensitive to the term frequency and the document length, but it did not use a huge number of additional parameters [1] . According to it, every document d gets an estimate on the request q , which is defined as the next formula: 
Argument -1 k is a positive parameter setting, which helps with the setting of term frequency. Argument bis the second setting parameter ( For the selection of superstructure parameters, we will use next genetic algorithm, which gets number of coefficients ( ) on enter, which are used at the model, and returns selected coefficients. The general algorithm will be as follows:
1) The initial population creation. The coefficients are chosen randomly ranging from min C to max C (individual range installs for every algorithm), then it is necessary to select n k numbers of coefficients and to transfer them to binary view.
2) After it, we calculate the chromosome adaptation. Then we need to measure the mistake for every number of coefficients.
3) Moreover, it is important to choose two parents with the least mistake for crossing operation and to make the chromosome selection for mutation operation. 4) We calculate the adaptation of the new coefficient number. 5) if the mistake of n 1number is larger than assigned mistake enter E , then go to point 3, if not, then to point 7. 6) The resulting set, which minimizes the mistake, returns to the current searching model [2] . Review deeper basic aspects: -all coefficients are generated originally randomly based on uniform distribution law with upper and lower restrictions.
-then these coefficients are transformed to binary view to apply following crossing and mutation operations.
The mistake is estimated with the help of the formula:
is the average document estimation Optimal crossing and mutation operations are obtained in the results of experiments. After carrying out the amount of experiments, it turned out that for the fastest and the best result of target function the chromosome selection must be applied by the following method. It is necessary to choose two optimum chromosomes and to select randomly chromosomes 1 to 100 is carried out to check the efficiency. As the parameter, the average relevance estimation from the request answers which determines the optimality taken [3] [4] .
In the results, the function reaches its maximum point with the help of crossing comb method with very close half method (figure 2). Based on different requests, Comb method reaches its maximum point by one number of requests, half method reaches this result by 2 request numbers and both methods reach this point by 4 numbers of requests.
Figure 1. Crossing operation
When crossing «through one» bits from 2 coefficients change through one. When crossing with the help of «half method», it is selected half number of bits from the 1 st coefficient and the second part from the 2 nd coefficient.
Mutation operation. A number of experiments are performed, where the average document relevance is determined, which is given when all other mechanisms are disabled, to determine the optimum mutation. After concluding the experiment, it is noted, that mutation reaches its maximum point, if the probability is 40%. Dependence plot from mutation probability to searching results is shown on figure 2 [3] . www.jpit.az 2 document basesrequests are created. The 1 st basis is used to teach the algorithm, the 2 nd one is used to estimate it, 2 collections are taken:
-pseudorandom sites selection from ucoz.ru domain with the document volume by 600 000, -collection which includes news announcements from 20 resources and contains 3 time laps (about 33 500 documents).
3 kinds of requests are formalized: -information requests, -navigation requests, -transaction requests. Nearly 4 100 requests are created in equal ratio.
Experiment
The experiment consists of realizing the model OkapiBM25 and its modification where selected values by genetic algorithm are used as the superstructure parameter. Resulted metrics for 2 systems by 30 requests are compared.
Fullness is calculated as the ratio of searched relevance documents to general number of relevance documents. Fullness characterizes the system's ability to find the user's needed documents, but not to count the number of irrelevant documents, which are given to the user. Fullness is shown on figure 3.
Figure 3. Fullness
Average fullness values are: ВМ=0,173, GA =0,241. GA shows better fullness, in the average by 38%, it means the user will get more relevant documents by 38%.
Accuracy is computed as the ratio of searched relevance documents to general number of documents. Accuracy describes the system ability to give only relevant documents in result list. Algorithm accuracy is shown on figure 4. Average precision values are: ВМ=0,167, GA=0,217. GA performs higher precision by 30%, it means that there is higher probability that the user will get only relevant documents for his/her request.
The accuracy is computed as ratio of correct decisions to general number of decisions. The algorithm accuracy is providen in figure 5 . The average accuracy values are: ВМ=0,842, GA=0,853. GA posseses higher accuracy by 5%, the system makes more correct decisions.
The mistake is estimated as ratio of incorrect decisions to general number of decisions. The mistake is providen in figure 6. www.jpit.az Figure 6 . The mistake
The average mistake values are: ВМ=0,167, GA=0,150. GA possesses lower mistake by 10%, the system chooses less incorrect decisions by 10%.
F-measure ( ) is often used as unified metric which unites the accuracy and fullness metrics into one metric [5] . F-measure is calculated with the help of the formula for current request: The average f-measure value: ВМ=0,15, GA=0,23. GA allows to improve these metrics by 38%, this GA gives 38% better results in average.
Thus, the modification with genetic algorithm allows to improve the base model in average by 38%, the user will receive a response with more relevant documents by 38%, probability of only relevant responses to request is increasing by 30%, the system chooses more correct decisions by 5% and by 9% as incorrect.
Reported results of the work allow expanding the scope of system application and substantially increasing the accuracy, quality and speed of searching information in the Internet.
Conclusion
The article reviewed and proposed the modifications to the methods for calculating the relevance of a document using a genetic algorithm that allowed for improving information retrieval methods. A modification with a genetic algorithm had better metric values compared to the basic algorithm.
As a result, the system made more correct decisions, approximately by 5%, while 9% less received incorrect decisions.
